Pelion Connectivity
Management 2.0
New advanced automation features
released for MNOs providing IoT
services and for the first time ever,
direct to enterprise.

Automate Your Way to IoT at Scale

Automation
for scale

Set and forget management of
millions of connections

Real-time
data triggers

Create rules that are triggered
by what’s happening in the
physical world

Seamless eUICC
management

Complete device freedom with
automatic geographical management

Automation
engine

It’s impossible to individually manage every device when IoT deployments typically span millions of devices, multiple
countries and different mobile networks. Automation improves the speed and reliability of IoT connectivity processes –
from the provisioning of new devices, alerting and changing devices throughout their lifecycle to ensuring monthly bills
never go over a set threshold.
Automate your way to IoT at scale with the automation engine:
New automation engine intelligently manages your entire deployment
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year the automation engine monitors
the network traffic for automation triggers
Trigger rules can be simple or complex as required, built up by logical AND/OR statements
Choose from a range of common triggers including data usage and time-based triggers to automatically
action notifications, SIM status changes and tariff changes
Automation engine is provided direct to enterprise clients as well as mobile network operators using our platform to
more efficiently manage their IoT subscriber base.

Multi-tenant
automation
control

For MNOs providing IoT connectivity, meeting the service expectation of enterprise customers on a repeatable and
reliable basis is an onerous undertaking. As well as self-service enterprise functionality, Pelion provides management
capabilities specifically designed to make it easier for mobile network operators to manage and monetize the IoT.
Improve IoT profit margins with multi-tenant automation control:
Apply set and forget management rules to millions of connections
Apply automation rules to specific customer accounts
Manage global, multi-MNO inventory and bulk upload subscribers
Access global and customer level statistics and easily export customized reports

API
advancement

APIs extend the possibilities of automation into wider business processes. APIs link business systems so instead of
having to use two systems to complete a task, you only need to use one, and changes made in one system are
automatically updated in the other. Pelion Connectivity Management is built on an ‘API first’ approach,
designed to allow easy access to all its features via API.
Reduce workflow friction with the API advancement:
Well defined API set allow customers to embed connectivity management to their applications and workflows
Built on service orientated architecture (SOA) with microservice components for increased resilience
APIs extended to eUICC orchestration

eUICC
campaign
management

Reprogrammable SIMs allow devices to automatically switch network operators as they move from one location to
another. Automated geographical eUICC management means that no matter where in the world the device ends up,
the data can be billed locally. The addition of eUICC campaign management makes it easy to roll out changes across
large-scale deployments.
Reduce the burden of changing operator with eUICC campaign management:
Change automatically rolled out across selected SIMs from a single action
Campaign management can active, swap and deactivate profiles on eUICC SIMs
Simultaneously troubleshoot multiple eUICC SIMs remotely

Contact us for more information PelionCM@arm.com
or visit www.arm.com/products/iot/pelion-iot-platform

